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CHARACTERS

One A man.
Two A woman.
Three The man, younger.
Four The woman, younger

SETTING

Somewhere.

TIME

Any time.
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SCENES

ACT I

Scene 1 Somewhere Modern

"It hurts to let go. Sometimes it seems the harder you 
try to hold on to something or someone the more it 
wants to get away. You feel like some kind of criminal 
for having felt, for having wanted. For having wanted 
to be wanted. It confuses you, because you think that 
your feelings were wrong and it makes you feel so small 
because it's so hard to keep it inside when you let it 
out and it doesn't come back. You're left so alone that 
you can't explain."

-- Henry Rollins, The Portable Henry Rollins
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ACT I
SCENE 1

(LIGHTS UP. The STAGE is blank. 
Upon the stage, in a diamond 
configuration, are ONE (male), 
TWO (female), THREE (male), and 
FOUR (female). Three and Four 
should be younger than One and 
Two.)
ONE 

Took quill to the well again, drank ink in deep gulps 
to quell the lump in this throat since you left me 
alone with that note; this is what you wrote:

(One unfurls an imaginary scroll, mouths 
the lines of Two as the diamond shifts, 
putting Two at CS. She writes in an 
imaginary scroll.)

TWO 
Took well to the quill again - these dotted line 
dementias you have harbored in me pooling over in the 
globular gravity of ink-stains on your aspirations, 
your parched parchment thirsting for what more to write 
so when you return home tonight you'll see I've gone - 
your inspirations granted -

ONE 
(as if arriving home to an empty house) 

Hello! Hello? Where did you go? Built sandcastles atop 
of masonry but still I come home to find you've left 
me. Or rather: you took home away packed inside your 
suitcase when two feet turned Jordan and Mississippi 
and away you floated down.

(Though the other three stay in 
position, One traverses between them, 
finally coming to stand behind Two.)

TWO 
(not facing One) 

You made it so hard to leave you: combination on Knox 
had you clamped down on my heart - each deliberate turn 
knocked the tumblers near unloosened in the dim light 
for your cheating teeth turned key-less.
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(One takes a step, coming next to Two, 
turns her toward him while Three and 
Four take positions on either side of 
the STAGE.)

ONE 
Your coldness made deception easy, your Antarctic 
artifacts you kept pressed against your heart and 
cooling.

TWO 
Your lies made it all the more easy to escape, like a 
thief in the night I stole away...

ALL 
You put my quill to the well again, you quelled what of 
me thought well of you. (beat) You MADE me be untrue.

(One and Two turn UPSTAGE, walk there, 
ignoring each other. Three and four 
begin walking toward each other, though 
they face the WINGS, walking backward.)

FOUR 
Ten - my old imaginations run rampant on this track, 
wild horses unbridled but still running race inside 
this aqueduct. Four horseman stand their judging what 
mounts might yet hold their weight, their missions, the 
strides built inside each trembling gait.

THREE 
Nine - If you won't give another chance and my points 
will not be heard I'll depart on these eagle wings, 
Messiah melancholy with the news he's forced to bring: 
still waiting on that age wherein the peace you seek is 
meted. Not until the imaginations of the past you've 
shed.

FOUR 
Eight - don't cling to cheaply innocent, the suit of it 
don't fit you well, too tight, clinging 'round your 
neckline, tension, the illness of its cut throttling 
truth right out of you.

(Three and Four face each other and stop 
walking.)
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THREE, FOUR 
Seven. (Long, uncomfortable pause). This is the silence 
our conversation crashed into, though silence had been 
our friend before, ecstatic in that we could linger in 
each others' quiet and not be driven mad.

(They resume walking toward each other, 
now facing one another.)

THREE 
Six - you've made me mute. There have been infidelities 
on my sojourn back before you - Penelope, I've traveled 
long to meet you here in Ithaca - string me up like my 
bow but please don't leave me useless to let the 
suitors you have battened down replace me in your 
heart. 

FOUR 
Five - With all of my devotion you are welcome back to 
homestead, all your chickens lined to roost, every goat 
to be accounted. I have held you in my heart on every 
step of dire Odyssey, like my bed, I have rooted hearth 
to ground.

(They should be at arm's length here, 
touching each others' faces in gentle 
caress against cheeks.)

THREE 
Four - Though winds may blow upon my craft, I'll keep 
you in my heart yet set. No walls can keep me barred 
from you, no seas can keep my anchor fast, no ship or 
lack thereof can stop me coming back to you; in all my 
expeditions, ever I'll be true.

(They are holding each other.)

FOUR 
Three - this is not your war, your king does not 
deserve his bride; if she loves another, could not he 
take this in stride? Take your fealty and your duty, 
from his machinations hide, for I fear if you should 
leave me, I'll never see you again alive.

THREE 
Two - Duty does leave me poorer, every alm be set 
aside, for a king yet should I fight. How to leave you, 
I'll never find the strength - but this shall be brief, 
my duty like a tear to mend.

(They kiss.)
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ONE, TWO 
One - Joined, two bodies crafted together, 
gynandromorph, timeless, perfect, self-sufficient, Adam 
and Lilith. Completed in each other, form and function, 
unctions to each others' souls; salves to save. We were 
like that once.

(The kissing couple breaks their lip-
lock, hold each other.)

TWO 
I hope you learned your lesson.

ONE 
I hope you learned it too, your excavations are but a 
hindrance, the past does not make one untrue.

TWO 
Same to you, your over-bearing's feat made manifest in 
lemon yellow pillowcase; Othello overact'ing for some 
friend with more 'an two faces.

THREE 
I took again my quill to well.

FOUR 
I quelled the feeling that had swelled.

TWO 
I was unsure what would be writ.

ONE 
But I knew that it'd be in blood not ink.

TWO 
That...

THREE 
Told...

ONE 
The...

FOUR 
Story...

ALL 
Of our life together. I trusted, with every inch of me, 
each molecule stood resolute and sang into that great 
abyss I fell into uncertain.
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ONE, TWO 
I gave.

THREE, FOUR 
I took.

TWO, FOUR 
I danced around like atoms.

ONE, THREE 
I made a microscope to see it and changed it just by 
watching.

ONE, TWO 
You made me believe you.

THREE, FOUR 
Your songs were sweet as saccharine.

ONE 
A...

TWO 
Bathtub...

THREE 
Of..

FOUR 
The stuff...

ALL 
I drowned in it.

(BLACKOUT. END.)


	Took quill to the well again, drank ink in deep gulps to quell the lump in this throat since you left me alone with that note; this is what you wrote:
	(One unfurls an imaginary scroll, mouths the lines of Two as the diamond shifts, putting Two at CS. She writes in an imaginary scroll.)
	Took well to the quill again - these dotted line dementias you have harbored in me pooling over in the globular gravity of ink-stains on your aspirations, your parched parchment thirsting for what more to write so when you return home tonight you'll see I've gone - your inspirations granted -

	(as if arriving home to an empty house) 
	Hello! Hello? Where did you go? Built sandcastles atop of masonry but still I come home to find you've left me. Or rather: you took home away packed inside your suitcase when two feet turned Jordan and Mississippi and away you floated down.

	(Though the other three stay in position, One traverses between them, finally coming to stand behind Two.)
	(not facing One) 
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	Your coldness made deception easy, your Antarctic artifacts you kept pressed against your heart and cooling.
	Your lies made it all the more easy to escape, like a thief in the night I stole away...
	You put my quill to the well again, you quelled what of me thought well of you. (beat) You MADE me be untrue.

	(One and Two turn UPSTAGE, walk there, ignoring each other. Three and four begin walking toward each other, though they face the WINGS, walking backward.)
	Ten - my old imaginations run rampant on this track, wild horses unbridled but still running race inside this aqueduct. Four horseman stand their judging what mounts might yet hold their weight, their missions, the strides built inside each trembling gait.
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	Seven. (Long, uncomfortable pause). This is the silence our conversation crashed into, though silence had been our friend before, ecstatic in that we could linger in each others' quiet and not be driven mad.

	(They resume walking toward each other, now facing one another.)
	Six - you've made me mute. There have been infidelities on my sojourn back before you - Penelope, I've traveled long to meet you here in Ithaca - string me up like my bow but please don't leave me useless to let the suitors you have battened down replace me in your heart. 
	Five - With all of my devotion you are welcome back to homestead, all your chickens lined to roost, every goat to be accounted. I have held you in my heart on every step of dire Odyssey, like my bed, I have rooted hearth to ground.

	(They should be at arm's length here, touching each others' faces in gentle caress against cheeks.)
	Four - Though winds may blow upon my craft, I'll keep you in my heart yet set. No walls can keep me barred from you, no seas can keep my anchor fast, no ship or lack thereof can stop me coming back to you; in all my expeditions, ever I'll be true.

	(They are holding each other.)
	Three - this is not your war, your king does not deserve his bride; if she loves another, could not he take this in stride? Take your fealty and your duty, from his machinations hide, for I fear if you should leave me, I'll never see you again alive.
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	One - Joined, two bodies crafted together, gynandromorph, timeless, perfect, self-sufficient, Adam and Lilith. Completed in each other, form and function, unctions to each others' souls; salves to save. We were like that once.

	(The kissing couple breaks their lip-lock, hold each other.)
	I hope you learned your lesson.
	I hope you learned it too, your excavations are but a hindrance, the past does not make one untrue.
	Same to you, your over-bearing's feat made manifest in lemon yellow pillowcase; Othello overact'ing for some friend with more 'an two faces.
	I took again my quill to well.
	I quelled the feeling that had swelled.
	I was unsure what would be writ.
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	That...
	Told...
	The...
	Story...
	Of our life together. I trusted, with every inch of me, each molecule stood resolute and sang into that great abyss I fell into uncertain.
	I gave.
	I took.
	I danced around like atoms.
	I made a microscope to see it and changed it just by watching.
	You made me believe you.
	Your songs were sweet as saccharine.
	A...
	Bathtub...
	Of..
	The stuff...
	I drowned in it.
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